Out of hours transport of concrete bridge segments on the Princes Highway from pre-cast facility south of Mogo to Batemans Bay

Transport for NSW will be transporting concrete bridge segments from mid-February 2020 for the construction of the Batemans Bay Bridge replacement.

What are we doing?

We are transporting 166 concrete bridge segments from a pre-cast facility south of Mogo, along the Princes Highway to the construction areas on the southern and northern foreshores in Batemans Bay. These concrete segments will be transported under police escort, outside of peak traffic hours to minimise the impact to motorists and the local community.

From mid-February 2020 concrete bridge segments will be transported from Monday to Friday outside peak traffic hours and peak holiday periods, and on Saturday morning.

Each concrete segment weighs between 80 and 105 tonnes and the trucks transporting the loads are 31 metres long and up to 4.2 metres wide. The segments will be transported to Batemans Bay accompanied by police escort and pilot vehicles, travelling along 16 kilometres of the Princes Highway. A map of the delivery route including pull-over and overtaking locations can be found on the back page.

Each segment will take about 45 minutes to be delivered to Batemans Bay.

About half of the segments will be transported across the existing bridge onto the Kings Highway and along Old Punt Road to the northern construction area. The remaining segments will be delivered to the southern construction area on Clyde Street west.

How will this work affect you?

From mid-February 2020 bridge segments will be transported from south of Mogo to the Batemans Bay Bridge construction site.

We will be delivering segments between Monday and Friday from 6am to 7am, from 9.30am to 2.30pm and 4.30pm to sunset, weather permitting.
On Saturdays we will be transporting segments from **6am to 8am**, weather permitting.

To minimise impacts to motorists and the community, the deliveries will not occur during peak holiday periods, peak traffic hours, at night, or on Sundays and public holidays. The deliveries will also avoid bridge opening times of 11:45am and 2:20pm.

While travelling on the Princes Highway between Mogo and Batemans Bay, delays of up to 10 minutes may occur due to slower truck speeds.

Due to the size and weight of the delivery vehicles, you may be required to stop while the trucks are crossing bridges along the delivery route, including the Batemans Bay Bridge.

![A typical truck used for segment transport. Some of the larger segments will be transported on trucks with more axles.](image)

**What you need to know**

The delivery trucks will follow the Princes Highway through the town of Mogo and continue towards Batemans Bay.

Segment transport vehicles may move slower or come to a stop at the pull-over location in Batemans Bay. The pull-over location is shown in the map on the back page.

Escort vehicles and signs will be in place to manage any temporary changes to traffic conditions.

For the safety of road users, the speed limit in sections of the Princes Highway between the pre-cast facility and Batemans Bay will be reduced while segments are being transported.

Motorists are advised of variable reduced speed limits between **60 km/h** and **80 km/h** on sections of the Princes Highway and intermittent delays due to trucks crossing bridges along the delivery route.

Speed limit reductions will only be in place while segments are being transported and normal speed limits will be reinstated outside of segment delivery times.

We encourage road users to be patient and safely wait to pass the delivery truck. There are overtaking lanes along the route and several locations for the delivery truck to pull over and ease any traffic build up. Motorists are advised to follow the direction of traffic control and check electronic message boards for updates.

For the latest traffic updates, you can call **132 701**, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW App.
Thank you for your patience during this important work.

Concrete bridge segments

Tips for sharing the road with large vehicles

Oversize vehicle is approaching:
- Reduce your speed
- Move as far to the left as possible and prepare to stop if necessary
- Follow any instructions given by the traffic escort

Approaching an oversize vehicle from behind:
- Slow down and prepare for slow-moving traffic queues
- Be patient. Do not risk overtaking, you will be given an opportunity to pass when it is safe
- Be prepared for wind buffeting when overtaking

For more information on the project or if you have any questions or complaints, please contact our project team:

1800 870 119
BatemansBayBridge@JHG.com.au
rms.nsw.gov.au/BatemansBayBridge

If you need help understanding this information, please contact the Translating and Interpreting Service on 131 450 and ask them to call us on 1800 870 119.
Segment delivery route map
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